
 

Chapter 5: Improved Channel Allocation Algorithm 

5.1 Introduction:  

 Past from 19th century usage of wireless devices is increased more. Due to this 

cellular mode of data transmission wire-less mode of communication requirement is 

increasing day by day. In this more research to be happened to accommodate all the user 

with good quality communication. To provide good signal coverage few small cellular 

regions are arranged with these signal coverages was increased at initial levels [50][51]. But 

the issue raised with these small FEMTO cells is channel allocation for cell regions as well 

proposed method of channel allocation to user is a difficult task. When days comes few 

channel allocation procedures are came in to use and these methods given solution to some 

level. Where users are communicating with each other with following methods applied for 

channel allocation methods: 

• Considering cellular network as graph. Applying color on nodes which really 

represent cell regions [52].  

• Making available channel values and busy channel values to trained and derive one 

neural approach for network called as trained NN [53]. 

• Evolutionary methods for improvement of channel allocation with Genetic 

approach (GA) [54].  

• Based on traffic of users in cell region getting channel from next cell by having 

TABU solution which is working as search.  

These are few solutions given so far for channel allocation process in wireless cellular 

mobile communication. In mechanism of GA first the channel allocation was started by 

considering the interference values, these are calculated with the bit error rate which leads 

to so much noise in communication. So, assessment to measuring of the existing problems 

is done, and few sets of solutions are obtained, out of which one will be used for channel 

allocation for feature evaluation mechanism.   

 In few cases a region may have two BS to cover full signal coverage to entire region 

where user can interact very effectively by having good communication [55]. In this mode 

of communication channel assignment can be done by having the new q model which is 

using the 0/1 problem statement to find all possible solutions. From this one optimal 

solution will be taken to remove the next-door channel interference problem. By having all 



 

these methods channel allocation can be done very easily to each user (can be used mobile 

or any wireless mode of communication device). The focus for wireless network is, it has 

few advantages over the wired method of communication: 

• Installing the wireless mechanism is very easy and user deployment in network is 

very easy. 

• The hill area is very far way to the public regions, for few people installing wired 

network is very cost effective. In those placed wireless method of communication 

can be done by having one antenna.   

• Installing or uninstalling of wireless network is very easy compared to wired mode 

of communication.  

As number of users are increasing day to day for wireless cellular networking adapting 

the complete area with available spectrum frequency band is difficult if we do not have the 

reusability of channel usage in cellular network. The reuse of same set of frequency in 

another cell will be decided using the concept of distance travelling of user parameters i,j 

which is mentioned in chapter 2. But when in increase of reusability of frequency set with 

less distance between in cells is happening so frequency interference is happening in the 

communication [56].  

 

Figure 5.1: Channel usage by the main user (PU) 



 

 As it is observed in figure 5.1 entire network can be accessed by the user for some 

amount of time. Remaining time the frequency ranges are free so those can be used by the 

secondary person called as user without affecting the primary person called as user. This 

can be achieved with the cognitive mechanisms [57].  

 

5.2 channel allocation algorithm 

 Traditional channel usage will be done with parameters like frequency, time and all 

can be used at a time with ninety-degree deviation called orthogonal division. Each 

working principles as in frequency division allocation one frequency will be given and it 

is multiplexed with carrier signal so that a greater number of users can access same 

frequency by having multiplexing methods and de multiplexing at receiver side.  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Channel reuse distance in cellular network. 

  

In time division method having one channel will be used by different users with 

time divisions, in that time divisions users have can access the channel. If any two users 

want to access at a time collision will occur which may lead to data loss. Collision detection 

method like CSMA/CD will be used to detect the collision and to avoid it. To avoid all 

these issues the channel allocation done in orthogonal manner with is used coding 

mechanism to provide the communication to users at same time. 



 

In figure 5.2 it is shown that entire geographical area will be divided into hexagonal 

shape, and it will be covered very affectively. Each region having some frequency range 

and same will be reused at a minimum distance ‘d’ for frequency reuse.  

Methods to allocate channels are classified as follows: 

• Fixed allocation 

• Channel barrowing 

• Dynamic allocation 

In fixed allocation method given static number of communication range values are 

allocated to cell region so that if any call is to be initiated should be done in that cell region 

[58]. If no channel is free in the cell region to initiate a call, then the call blocking will be 

done, there is no alternative solution in allocating channel. This is a problem in fixed 

allocation. But in this model load on MSC will be very less.  

 

         Figure 5.3: Channel allocation process and call blocking condition. 

In figure 5.3 it is mentioned that how call will be initiated and if call is under execution, it 

means call under process, then timer for the channel will be increased and same channel 



 

will be allocated to user. Time counter will be increased in the array which is maintained 

at each region of cell.  

In channel barrowing method channel barrowing will be allowed if the channels in 

current cell region are fully occupied. In this method when user need call to be connected 

then user will send request to BTS then if channels are free in that region, then channel will 

be allocated, and call will be initiated. But other side of the allocation if the channels are 

not available then a request will be sent to next cell-BTS to allocate free channel. This 

method is called channel barrowing.   

Dynamic allocation means allocation of channel will be done by central level which 

is under the control of MSC. In this central level all channels are taken care by on node it 

is having some channels as free. If any user need channel for communication from the free 

channel list the allocation will be done. This central method of allocating channel will work 

some how good with minimum number of users and allocations. If more demand comes 

then decentralization to be done. This method is called distributed scheme which may work 

in such away that authority will be distributed to some nodes which are having the control 

of entire channel allocation process. Among all these methods depends on user requirement 

channel allocations will be done.  

……………………………… (9) 

 Formula 9 is about to make it maximum of the number of assignments with respect 

to channel allocations to the cells. In this the parameter which is at left side is indicating 

number of channels assigned. Considered value will be nominal in case of channels present 

in each cell is zero. It means all are occupied by the users. If the ni is to the regional level 

with the edge values indicating some free channels are available, then the allocation of 

channel value will be increased which tends to increase in maximum channel allocation in 

particular cell. All these cases will be happened with occurrence probable values mentioned 

as Pi 
[59]. 

 

 All these methods which are used for channel allocation are used to provide good 

channel allocation with less interference between cell regions. These process of evaluating 



 

the channel allocation will be done by having the traffic positions in each cell region. The 

values will be taken as two parameters as constant and depends on time, climate position.  

5.2.1 Regular Pattern for channel allocation Schema 

 Figure 5.4 indicating the regular approach followed in channel allocation or cell 

division to cover entire geographical area.  

 

  

 

Figure 5.4: Regular cell arrangement. 

In figure 5.4 it is mentioned calculating of distance ‘d’ based on the cell radios and 

C/I value which is represented as interference with the cochannel. Depending on these 

channel interference value also decision will be taken. In above picture site A and site B 

are mentioned and these are having coverage area while user is moving from site A to SITE 

b every point of time the user RSRP value will be calculated, and the C/I value will be 

measured if it is nominal to threshold value then no issue. If it is crossing the condition 

values, then the switching to be done. And new channel allocation will be done in site b. It 

will be done in vice versa case also.  

 

Advantage with regular approach: 

• Coverage area will be more. 

• No issue with channel allocation because FCA is used. 

• Cell arrangement is perfect. 

Disadvantage with regular approach: 

• In this regular approach FCA will be used at each cell. 



 

• The allocation of reused frequency will be done with so many calculations. 

• Call blocking rate is more in this regular approach. 

• Coverage area is more in this, but cross talks will happen. 

 

5.2.2 Compact Pattern for channel allocation Schema 

 In compact approach the entire arrangement will be done as one bunch, it is shown 

that antenna arrangement and allocation of channel will be done with barrow approach.  

 

Figure 5.5: Channel allocation with barrow method 



 

Antenna arrangements place a key role so the following points to be measured in cell 

arrangement [60][61]: 

• Material with good quality. 

• Configuration of antenna type. 

• Cell design at each unit. 

• Measuring performance of antenna with interference values. 

By having all measurements considering while designing antenna it will be very 

affective. In figure 5.5 is shown that channel allocation will be done with BTS by having 

alarm count value. If the alarm is valid to BTS then channel allocation to be done. This 

BTS will be added to the barrowing list allocated group. If the channels are free, then 

allocation of channel which is under BTS can be given to other BTS by applying barrow 

method. 

 

 With this mechanism the intra cell communication will be allowed here base station 

can be allowed to access the unused channels in the region by the secondary user of the 

network without damaging or making problem to PU [62]. While performing this allocation 

of channel the process will be like as follows. 

 

Figure 5.6: compact BTS for allocating channels. 

Channel groups to be identified and which can be used for future allocation to users 

who can be from other cell region, it can be done with channel barrow approach. Next thing 

is good hand to handshake to be taken care between the users and the base stations of the 



 

cellular communication. voluntarily cease will be there in few cases where channel 

allocation will be done based on channel free in cell region as shown above figure 5.6.  

 

5.2.3 Comparison among all channel allocation schemas 

  

Measurement Channel assignment with fixed 

mode 

Channel assignment with 

dynamic mode 

Assignment of 

channel 

For each cell number of channels 

are fixed as constant value. 

In this there is no fixed 

assignment which indicates the 

channels count will differ.  

Call on hold or 

block 

Due to fixed allocation of 

channels. If all are assigned to 

users, then new call will not be 

assigned.  

In this there is no fixed allocation 

so if user is not allocated a 

channel to busy states, then 

station will get channel form the 

MSC. 

Effective usage 

of frequency 

In this all frequencies are 

distributed while designing 

network so all frequency values 

will be allocated fully. 

Here allocation is random 

approach so the few frequency 

values will not be allocated or 

assigned properly. 

Design 

methods like 

algorithm 

It is fixed distribution of channels 

so no need of complex algorithms 

for channel allocation. 

It is dynamic approach so for 

allocation of channels need more 

complex methods. 

Implementation 

in cost 

It is need low price to setup the 

entire network. 

Need more price to set up the 

entire network because entire 

allocation will be done very 

dynamically. 

Cell 

mechanism  

If channel allocation is done, then 

if call under process channel will 

be used by cell region. After call 

finish the allocated channel will 

be in same cell. 

If channel allocation is done for 

one user, then after completion of 

call channel will be given to 

MSC. 



 

5.3 Channel allocation schema in cellular region 

 In today life every person using wireless device for communicating and any other 

purpose of transactions also. Due to this load on macro cells is increased, in few places due 

to obstacle signal propagation is not happening. To avoid these problems a small cell called 

FEMTO are arranged to provide good signal coverage. Now the problem is in cellular 

network switching of user from one cell region to other cell region of macro methods are 

used but the switching of user from FEMTO to macro is not having good mechanism with 

high through put values [63]. Fuzzy logic methods are applied with parameters of traffic in 

the cell region in a particular point of time and frequency usage in different cells with same 

values [64]. 

 Following are the measurements to be considered in channel processing in cell 

region [65]: 

• Blocking rate of calls.  

• Best handoff. 

• Call drop at any state of network. 

• Throughput. 

• Utilization of channel. 

 

Blocking rate of calls: this parameter is measured when a greater number of users are 

arriving to cell region then number of call blocks are increased in any cell region of FCA. 

When DCA is applied to cell region for channel section then the blocking call rate is 

decreased. This will be more reduced with our proposed method [66][67][68][69].  

 

Best handoff: As a greater number of users are there so good number of cell regions came 

to provide good signal coverage. While user is using wireless method to communicate, user 

will from one region to next region. While this is scenario the handoff value to be 

maintained very affectively [70][71][72][73]. 

 

Call drop at any state of network:  when a user in call and in is moving from one to other 

then in each base station channel to be allocated. If allocation not done, then call drop may 

be occurred for user. Disconnecting from the call is call drop [74][75][76][77][78]. 



 

Throughput: As any network is established the number of packets transmitted should be 

increased at any point of time this is called through put. Number of packets transmitted in 

mentioned time with mentioned channel [79][80][81][82][83].  

 

Utilization of channel: In FCA number of channels are fixed for each cell region so using 

allocated channels communication will be done. So, this FCA will not give best usage of 

channels. We proposed agile approach with DCA method for channel allocation which 

increase the utilization of channel [84][85][86][87][88]. 

 

5.3.1 Macro Cell to Macro cell 

 In traditional cell representation entire geographical area divided in to cells each 

cell will have one BTS. Which will provide signal to the region. In this mechanism when 

user is moving from one region to other region the coverage will be done by BSC and 

connected by BTS. While moving switching from one station to other to be happened by 

allocating channel to user [89][90][91][92]. 

 

Figure 5.7: General MACRO to MACRO cell representation. 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Macro cell to Macro cell handoff and channel allocation. 

 In both figures 5.7 and 5.8 it is shown that how is user will switching from one 

macro to other macro and assignment of channel will be done and data will be maintained 

at MTSO and whenever user need the channel then by having paging method the signal 



 

allocation will be done. When channel allocation to be done with FCA is not possible then 

DCA will be chosen with the condition shown in following flow chart [93].  

 

Figure 5.9: channel allocation with FCA and DCA. 

 

5.3.2 FEMTOCELL to FEMTOCELL 

 This method of allocation will be done like general macro channel allocation 

process. To perform this method of change in location soft handoff will be done because 

the region of FEMTO is in the same region of MACRO. Here methods used as same shown 

in approach of general methods [94].  

• Issues addressed in this method are shown as bellow: 

• Home users within office switching from one office location to other location. 



 

• Interference problem happening in cell edge will be covered.  

• Users who are coming just into region and leaving immediately problem will be 

solved with handling with velocity calculation. 

 

 

Figure 5.10: Showing user movement in FEMTO region. 

 In this figure 5.10 thick lines are indicating the users who are coming with high-

speed users just enter to cell region and they leave the region immediately for those cases 

allocating channel is no need. If allocation to be done also with the FCA. Barrow of channel 

is no need for this type of users. Having less speed users will be in FEMTO region then 

allocation can be done with general method of channel allocation.  

 

5.3.3 FEMTOCELL to Macro cell 

 In this mode of communication entire cellular region is represented as graph model 

each node is one cell region. In concept of FEMTO-to-FEMTO users are moving should 

be addressed because the previous methods all are in macro region switching. These 

femtocells are arranged to provide signal, to improve the signal quality and to reduce load 

on macro cell. Here the regions of FEMTO are in not covered region so soft handoff is not 

possible. In view of this we should go to the hard handoff and doing vertical handoff. Here 

while allocating channel break the previous allocated channel and allocate to new channel 

is the policy. 

 As network was considered as graph so it is represented as GC(V,E) in this the first 

parameter is the vertex representing the cell regions and edge is representing the travelling 



 

path. While it is having so many intermediate nodes it is looks like ant path from source to 

destination. While ants are moving wherever the small obstacle comes then it will be 

diverted, and one thick cloud will be formed with that we can find location is having the 

greater number of users. In same manner we have ant colony minimization method to 

handover the user to new BTS [95].   

 

5.3.4 Macro cell to FEMTOCELL 

 In this approach the user is in macro cell region during the beginning of call and 

while call is under process he moved to location where signal coverage will not be allocated 

which can be covered with FEMTOCELL. This FEMTO is small and need less cost to 

establish for network coverage because it will relate to the digital subscriber line which is 

already available in-home locations [96].  

 

Figure 5.11: Femtocell arranged in macro cell region. 

 In figure 5.11 representation of all categories of cells with cluster form is there, 

see the small home region is covered by having the FEMTO region. Cluster forming will be 

done with following steps. 

 

Forming FEMTO cell regions: 

➢ Assign of entire network to graph as G = (vertex, edge, weight) 

o Weight of each cell considered from 0 to max value Nsc up to last cell. 



 

➢ Repeat steps starts with vertex value as 1 to number of clusters. 

o If (cluster weight < required channel count) 

▪ Take the region as one cluster to arrange FEMTOCELL. 

o else 

▪ keep the region in macro cell. 

➢ Update the available channel count at each cell region. 

 

Once if we get where FEMTO cell to be arranged once find the RSRP values of 

each user in different locations. If we fail to get good RSRP value for communication, then 

recommended for arrangement of small antenna. After having all regions cell then 

switching users can be done with good channel allocation and handoff will be done. 

 

5.4 Proposed channel allocation 

 As we have so many channel allocation schemes in cellular region which 

will be having few advantages and disadvantages. In our proposed method entire network 

is divided in to graph and the values will be represented in matrix.  

 

Figure 5.12: Channel allocation matrix. 

 

With the matrix formed by using graph theory the channel allocation matrix as 

enhanced form will be generated as below indicated in the table number 5.1. 



 

 

Table 5.1: Channel set with augmented method.  

In the chart above the base station allocated channel values shall be represented as 

the channel numbers indicating the I1 to In. Each channel usage or availability will be 

written in row manner. The X mark indicate the channel is not available, empty indicates 

channels are available. In generating the augmentation as diagonal elements as same then 

the final column represents the solution values.  

 

Below is the channel allocation algorithm which we used in objective 3 and 

published in article. In this algorithm the channel allocation done by having set values as 

matrixed values as shown above. Here the available channel max and min values will be 

taken after that the augmented matrix with free channel specification is called and these 

values will be represented at kept as set with agile approach which can be in circular format 

indicting the method of finding channels will be done at the beginning whenever it is 

required.  

 

Here in the process of finding broad casted spectrum values with the help SFAB 

which is used for the process of channel identification. Here always the matrix A(K,0,0) 

which has the augmented values will be updated with A(k+1,0,n) this is mentioned below 

algorithm. With this logic channel assignment will be done very accurately and the through 

put values will be improved at each network zone. The user mode of data transmission will 

be better. The number of arrival calls will be mentioned and implemented in the busy state 

of communication also. 



 

 

 

5.5 Results and analysis 

In this results and analysis session the focus is on parameters like: 

• Throughput increase. 

• Channel utilization to be increased. 

• Agile approach without FEMTOCELL and with FEMTOCELL the throughput rate. 



 

 

 

Figure 5.13: Throughput and average channel utilization with number of arrived calls. 

In above figure 5.13 the number of calls arrived is increased with the day to day 

increase in the number of users in wireless communication. To accommodate all the users 



 

network capacity to be increased. The network capacity measurement we considered as 

increasing the throughput value and increasing the channel usage in cell region.  

 

 

Figure 5.14: Spectrum agile approach analysis. 

In this figure 5.14 the new channel allocation process was tested by increasing the 

number of user functioning as receivers. In increase of number of users also through put 

and call allocation is good.  

 

5.6 conclusion: 

 To provide signal coverage FEMTOCELLs are arranged in the cell region then 

coverage will be increased it is measured with RSRP values at user level. The user will get 

channel when user moves from macro cell to FEMTOCELL and in all cases. For best 

channel allocation the augmented matrix will be generated, and it can be used for channel 

assignment. The network model capacity in terms of throughput, channel allocation method 

and usage of channel will be increased.   
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